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Looking at and listening to picture and story books is a
ubiquitous activity, frequently enjoyed by many young
children and their parents. Well before children can read
for themselves they are able to learn from books.
Looking at and listening to books increases children’s
general knowledge, understanding about the world and
promotes language acquisition. This collection of papers
demonstrates the breadth of information pre-reading
children learn from books and increases our
understanding of the social and cognitive mechanisms
that support this learning. Our hope is that this Research
Topic/eBook will be useful for researchers as well as
educational practitioners and parents who are interested
in optimizing children’s learning.
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MATH AND SCIENCE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN, Eighth
Edition, introduces readers to engaging math and
science experiences for early childhood and early
elementary education programs, and provides an
organized, sequential approach to creating a
developmentally appropriate math and science
curriculum. The content aligns with key guidelines and
standards: The National Association for the Education of
Young Children's (NAEYC) Professional Preparation
Standards (2010); Developmentally Appropriate Practice
(DAP) guidelines; Common Core Mathematics
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Standards; and Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS). The book also addresses STEM/STEAM and
the essential domains of child growth and development
during the crucial birth-through-eight age range. A
valuable resource for the student/future teacher, working
professional, or involved parent, MATH AND SCIENCE
FOR YOUNG CHILDREN emphasizes the
interrelatedness of math and science and how they can
be integrated into all other curriculum areas. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
This playful preschool math book will unleash your
child's curiosity as they play their way through 20
amazing math projects. Perfect for kids aged 3-6, Look
I'm a Mathematician is full of activities to show young
readers just how much fun math can be. Children will
discover that math is in the world all around us and that
they already have the tools they need to be magical
math wizards: an inquisitive mind, unlimited imagination,
and super senses. Each step-by-step activity is hands-on
and practical to encourage budding mathematicians to
use their senses as they explore essential early-years
math topics. They will discover the magic of numbers
with number bugs, investigate addition by creating a
hungry adding robot, learn about subtraction by bowling,
craft 3-D shape aliens, and even make a repeating
pattern fruit wand. Covering a comprehensive range of
math topics, from counting and numbers, to shape and
size, to measurements and time, this is the perfect first
math book. Every fun project features a mixture of bright
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photography and charming illustrations that support the
easy-to-follow activity instructions. These hands-on
activities support classroom math curriculum. Look I'm a
Mathematician gives little readers the opportunity to do
what they do best: imagine, create, learn, problem solve,
and play their way to math magic!
Gerald the giraffe is too clumsy to dance with all the
other animals at the Jungle Dance, until he finds the right
music.
Fun exercises and activities to help young children learn
math, science, geography, spelling, and English
language arts. Practice makes perfect--but DK
Workbooks help make learning fun, too! Whether you
want to teach your child at home, give them extra
support outside the classroom, or find fun stimulation for
your budding genius, DK Jumbo Workbooks have
something for everyone. Home learning can be fun with
these exercises, featuring drawing, mazes, puzzles,
kitchen-science experiments, and more. This write-in
"school in a book" provides everything you need for a
good grounding in core subjects: math, science,
geography, and English language arts, including spelling.
To help the parent/caregiver, there are answer pages
and notes providing further guidance; and there's no
need to buy any specialized equipment or craft
supplies--just pick up a pencil!With 250 activity pages to
keep your child entertained as well as educated and a
reward certificate on completion, there's something in a
Jumbo Workbook for every child to learn and enjoy.
From the creators of the "New York Times" bestseller
"Dragons Love Tacos" comes a rollicking, rhyme-tastic,
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interactive book where kids discover the lost art of the
high five and improve their slapping skills. From handlimbering stretches to lessons on five-ing with finesse,
readers are guided through a series of interactive
challenges. Full color.
Chinese edition of Eric Carle's "Very Quiet Cricket"
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Karen Quinn has successfully taught hundreds of
parents how to prepare their children for testing, and
Testing For Kindergarten is her ultimate, comprehensive
guide to having fun while teaching to the underlying
abilities every test assesses. Whether your child is going
to a private kindergarten or a public school, he or she will
most likely be tested—and placed in classrooms
according to those results. But information about
intelligence tests is closely guarded, and it can be
difficult to understand what your kids need to know. As
an expert who has successfully taught hundreds of
parents how to work with their own children, Karen Quinn
has written the ultimate guide to preparing your child for
kindergarten testing. The activities she suggests are not
about “teaching to the test.” They are about having fun
while teaching to the underlying abilities every test
assesses. From the “right” way to have a conversation
to natural ways to bring out your child’s inner math
geek, Quinn shares the techniques that every parent can
do with their kids to give them the best chance to
succeed in school and beyond. It’s just good
parenting—and better test scores are icing on the cake.
"Supports the common core state standards"--Back
cover.
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In this salutation from Earth, the chronicler gives a tour of
the planet and introduces those who call it home.
Grounded in theory and research, The All-Day
Kindergarten and Pre-K Curriculum provides an activitybased and classroom-proven curriculum for educators to
consider as they plan and interact with pre-k and
kindergarten children. Allowing young children the
opportunities to become independent, caring, critical
thinkers who feel comfortable asking questions and
exploring possible solutions, the Dynamic Themes
Curriculum offers children the skills they need for
responsible citizenship and academic progress. This
book describes a culturally-sensitive pre-k and
kindergarten curriculum in the context of literacy,
technology, mathematics, social studies, science, the
arts, and play, and also discusses: How to use the seven
integrated conditions for learning to meet and exceed
content learning standards How to organize for
differentiated instruction and to integrate multiple forms
of assessment How to teach literacy tools and skills in
fresh ways How to work with families, colleagues, and
community Building off of author Doris Fromberg’s
groundbreaking earlier work, The All-Day Kindergarten
and Pre-K Curriculum presents a practical curriculum
centering on how young children develop meanings. This
is a fantastic resource for pre-and in-service early
childhood teachers, administrators, and scholars.
Traditional Chinese edition of Don't Let the Pigeon Drive
the Bus! by Mo Willems who received the Caldecott
Honor for Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!. Willems is
also a Sesame Street writer and NPR cartoonist. In
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Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong
Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
??????????,??????????????????????????????......
Early math skills are crucial to children’s math and
school success in the following years. The use of
storybooks as a mathematics learning method has been
discussed frequently in recent years. Shared book
reading allows different mathematical conversations to
pass between parent or teacher and child. NCTM (1989)
promotes the using of mathematics storybooks as a way
of introducing mathematical ideas to children, as it offers
a meaningful context for teaching mathematics concepts
to children. Shared book reading improves children’s
problem-solving skills, allows for an exchange of ideas,
establishes logical, and may prompt discussion of
abstract concepts. This chapter reviews how children
learn mathematics and research on the use of
storybooks for mathematics skill development. It
concludes with examples of how explicit and implicit
storybooks, in either paper or digital versions, may be
used. Keywords: Storybooks, mathematics, children’s
learning of mathematics, children’s development
Clear, accessible pictures and diagrams support this
introduction to numbers, calculating, measuring,
geometry, and data-collecting, making basic math skills
easier to understand. Packed with key terms and useful
tips, this First Reference is ideal even for reluctant kids.
Full color.
Won The Royal Society Young People's Book Prize in
2013. Designed for preschool children, the basic
knowledge of traveling in space starts from the first page
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turning. Pre-departure training for Jedi Rescue, start!
Super-attractive fantasy space children's book! There
are so many page-turning mechanisms in the whole
book, which make people immersed in the surprise of
exploring and discovering the secrets of the universe.
-The RS Award selection team will come and follow this
fascinating flip book.
????????????, ?????, ??????, ?????, ?????, ????,
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Help your child be the top of the class with the bestselling home-study series from Carol VordermanLet
Carol Vorderman help your child succeed in Maths.
Maths Made Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's
series of workbooks packed with notes and tips to
make learning about Maths easy and fun! Follow the
exercises and activities with your child to strengthen
their learning in school, then reward them with gold
stars for their efforts. Each title contains a progress
chart so your child can keep track of all the exercises
they have completed and parents' notes explain
what children need to know at each stage and what's
being covered in the curriculum so you can support
your child.Introduces numbers and helps children put
them in the right order. Practise for counting, and
reading and writing numbers as digits and words.
Developed in consultation with leading educational
experts to support curriculum learning, Maths Made
Easy (previous ISBN 9781405363594) is a great
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way to improve your child's maths skills - "the more
you practise, the better you'll be!" Carol Vorderman
Traditional Chinese edition of Ten Little Fingers and
Ten Little Toes by Helen Oxenbury and Mem Fox. In
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Help your child be the top of the class with the bestselling home-study series from Carol VordermanLet
Carol Vorderman help your child succeed in Maths.
Maths Made Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's
series of workbooks packed with notes and tips to
make learning about Maths easy and fun! Follow the
exercises and activities with your child to strengthen
their learning in school, then reward them with gold
stars for their efforts. Each title contains a progress
chart so your child can keep track of all the exercises
they have completed and parents' notes explain
what children need to know at each stage and what's
being covered in the curriculum so you can support
your child.This book encourages children to
understand that adding means 'more than' and
taking away means 'fewer than', as well as the '+'
and '-' symbols. Developed in consultation with
leading educational experts to support curriculum
learning, Maths Made Easy (previous ISBN
9781405363570) is a great way to improve your
child's maths skills - "the more you practise, the
better you'll be!" Carol Vorderman
Advances in literacy require collaboration between
all of a school's stakeholders. This book harnesses
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the latest research and takes into consideration
CCSS to show how to make that collaboration a
reality. • Emphasizes adolescent literacy and literacy
coaching, currently the two most significant topics in
literacy instruction • Summarizes current literacy
research, including research and practices for
adolescent literacy • Provides detailed examples
and applications of theoretical principles of reading
instruction • Presents practical information on
infusing technology throughout literacy instruction •
Encourages utilizing conversations in the classroom
and describes methods for implementation
This playful preschool activity book will unleash a child's
curiosity and creativity as they play their way through
amazing STEM projects. It reveals the everyday ways
kids can be an engineer with easy-to-follow activity
instructions and bright, full-color photos and illustrations.
Children's Fiction
Encourages the reader to exercise by following the
movements of various animals; presented in a question
and answer format.
Simple math concepts are introduced to ages five-six in
this workbook developed by educational advisors to
conform to the standards of United States educational
curricula. Each workbook is designed to cover the entire
range of primary math learning, and contains a
completion certificate, gold-star stickers, and a progress
chart. Full-color illustrations. Consumable.
Learn to Read: A Magical Site Words and Phonics
Activity Book This book is perfect for kids of all ages who
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want to learn to read and write in a fun and magical way!
The book contains over 40 sight words that kids learn
through the image of the word as opposed to sounding
letters out. These words make up almost half of most
children's books which results in a much easier
experience learning other words. It also includes word
recognition drills along with fun puzzles and games using
magical creatures like unicorns, mermaids and
dinosaurs.This book is perfect for kids of all ages who
want to learn letters of the alphabet and improve their
handwriting skills. These essential letter drills will help
with letter recognition and sounding out the letters is also
recommended. It also includes exercises using sight
words. The Book Contains: Premium matte cover design
Printed on high quality 60# interior stock Perfectly sized
at 8.5" x 11" books, kids, grade, book , kindergarten,
workbook, reading ,learning ,workbooks ,math ,year
,preschool ,read ,cards ,age ,writing ,first ,flash ,learn
,ages ,activity ,coloring ,words ,sight ,girls ,old ,word
,toddler ,phonics ,toddlers ,toys ,activities ,school ,level
,olds ,unicorn ,educational ,journal ,spanish ,practice
,reader ,english ,boys ,big ,homeschool ,supplies ,easy
,write ,art ,abc ,tracing ,readers ,comprehension ,ages
,teaching ,alphabet ,k ,handwriting ,bible ,kumon ,free
,notebook ,best ,set ,scholastic ,girl ,letter ,childrens
,draw ,chapter ,grammar ,home ,paper ,work ,prek ,kid
,materials ,teach ,spelling ,baby ,years ,curriculum
,letters ,preschoolers, numbers, summer , beginning
,number ,stocking ,tools ,early ,brain ,princess ,quest
,drawing ,ready ,adults ,boy ,stuffers ,daily ,cursive ,little
,fun ,graders ,education ,day ,beginner ,bob ,language
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,phonic ,highlights ,esl ,chinese ,beginners ,i ,can
,subjects ,garden ,clean ,hooked ,go ,kindergarteners
,kindergarden ,wipe ,sound ,site ,color ,zone ,days ,core
,saxon ,history ,board ,help ,magical ,common ,lessons
,teacher ,bridge ,skills ,child ,get ,dinosaur ,dvd ,five
,third ,high ,kit ,abeka ,sets ,russian ,story ,prep ,sounds
,resources ,animal ,trace ,bed ,journals ,elementary
,pokemon ,complete ,mom ,games ,kinder ,press ,paw
,frozen ,flashcards ,made ,own ,start ,night ,bilingual
,birthday ,patrol ,card ,morning, erase, dry, animals,
worksheets, peppa, selling, science, pig, stories, dk,
sister, schooling, leapfrog, latin, montessori, dyslexia,
fall, toy, brainquest, small, aid, test, aloud, cd, dinosaurs,
christmas, make, homeschooling, para, addition, good,
seven, hand, lines, place, quarantine, sisters, call,
primary, lined, modern, special, cvc, readiness, getting,
needs, sellers, program, son, hebrew, eureka, advanced,
life, edition, penmanship, second.
A curious monkey goes to the hospital after swallowing a
piece of a jigsaw puzzle.
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